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o Examples and future solutions

• Summary & Conclusions
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Granta Design,
An ANSYS Subsidiary
• SME , est. 1994

• Acquired by ANSYS 
2019-02-01

• Mission: Lead 
materials information 
technology — to 
advance materials 
engineering and 
education, and to 
enable better, 
greener, safer 
products

• 180 staff (operations 
and R&D): The 
world’s largest team 
solely focused on 
materials information 
technology

• Global presence 
through sales and 
service partners in 
the USA, Germany, 
France, Poland, 
Japan, and Korea

• Experienced CR&D 
project partner

www.grantadesign.com

www.grantadesign.com/company/collaborations/

…related to engineering 

materials and their properties

Materials information 

technology is…
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+
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reference 
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http://www.grantadesign.com/
http://www.grantadesign.com/company/collaborations/


The SME market in European manufacturing
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% Share of Added Value

SMEs LEs

Manufacturing

Manufacturing of rubber and plastic 

products

Manufacturing of metals products, 

except machinery

% Share of Sectoral 
Employment 
(Manufacturing)

58%

Number of EU SMEs
(Manufacturing)

2.1m
(99.2%)

Number of SMEs            
in Europe

25m
(99.8%)

EU Manufacturing statistics - NACE Rev. 2

1.7m
Micro

24m
Micro



Materials modelling (in this talk)
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In this presentation Materials 

Modelling refers to Design “The” 

Material. 



Example:  Filling Holes in Property Space

HOLE

HOLE

Contours of 

/ρE1/2

The graph represents ~4000 commercially 

available materials. We can clearly see 

holes in the design space.

The metric 𝐸 Τ1 2/𝜌 represents selection 

criteria for a light-stiff beam.

Red lines represent iso-metric values, and 

as such moving along a red line does not 

create a benefit for a beam. 

To select a material for a ‘light and stiff’ 

beam, one must move perpendicularly to 

the red lines, upwards on the property chart. 

M. Ashby, Materials Selection in Mechanical 

Design, USA: Elsevier Ltd, 2005



Filling Holes in Property Space: Hybrids

Contours of 

/ρE1/2

The holes can be filled by new materials 

designed by models for material 

architecture at different length scales, e.g. 

composite sandwich panels, lattice 

structures, cellular structures, etc. 

It is important to note that the length-scale 

must be translated to the bulk-property 

space, in this example. 

However, the same visualization principles 

can be applied at different architectural 

length scales. 

M. Ashby, Materials Selection in Mechanical 

Design, USA: Elsevier Ltd, 2005



Proven materials modelling use cases by Large Enterprises
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Return on Investment:  

• Over $100M in cost avoidance or cost save (7:1 ROI)

• 15-25% reduction in product development time

• Capability for upgrading, extending at significantly 

lower cost 

Ford Virtual 

Aluminium 

Castings



General barriers to adoption of materials modelling

• Expertise (Translation)
– Individuals understanding models & connecting business value

– Integration of modelling expertise inside design and engineering workflows  

• Accessibility 
– Predominantly private solutions and data capture by large enterprises

– Availability of data to reduce repetition, speed of discovery

• Code quality (Verification)
– Models predominantly developed by academia 

– Little software maintenance expertise applied to most models

• Validation  
– Difficult to test properties at the lower length scales 

– Relationship to high length scales often missing

• Standards
– Schema, data formats

• Parameter definitions change depending on the length scale

– Interoperability between corporate and research tools
• Multiple open-source, disconnected tools



Magnified barriers for SMEs are cost, expertise and risk
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• Costs

• Hardware: computing, storage

• Software 

• Physical data

• Training

• Expertise

• External translators

• Training

• Risks

• Return on Investment (ROI)

• Quality of results

• Time-to-solution is not within their 

time-to-market

An SME cannot absorb the cost 

and risk as readily as an LE

Resources:

• $15M over 5 years (over 50% experimental work)

• Approximately 25 people involved (internal+ 7 universities) 



Sector dependencies
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Reference: “SimBest: High Value Manufacturing Modelling and Simulation Best Practice” by G.A. Duffett, ©NAFEMS International, 2017. ISBN 978-1-910643-38-9. 



SME digital readiness to adopt materials modelling
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Adapted from: PwC | Europe Monitor - Innovation and Digital Transformation: How do European SMEs perform? | October 2018 

SMEs LEs

44% Purchased 

online in 2017

63% Purchased 

online in 2017
E-commerce

3% analyse own 

big data

14% analyse own 

big data
Big Data

20% use cloud 

computing services

45% use cloud 

computing services
Cloud Computing

33% use ERP 

software for 

information sharing

76% use ERP 

software for 

information sharing
ERP software

Third party service, low barrier to entry 

Needs skilled people,                                    

HPC and data storage   

Reduces the need for in-house  capability 

investment

Needs software solutions and established 

business processes

Without numbers, we know adoption of 

materials models by SMEs is low. These 

measures can be taken as analogous to 

SMEs adoption of materials modelling.
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Materials model adoption framework
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Evaluate 

competing 
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Curated 
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available data

Model 
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V&V’d

Model

Infrastructure

Software, visualization, storage, solvers, computing, analytics, interoperability, 

searchable, ontology, schema, knowledge …



SMEs can adopt materials modelling when …

S1: Models and simulations are at the most relevant length scale for 

their problem or application

S2: Trusted/Standardized models and modelling workflows are 

verified and validated (VV), and calibrated (C) in advance with 

appropriate uncertainty quantification (UQ)

S3: Modelling outcomes (VVCUQ’d virtual data) can be reused 
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SMEs can adopt materials modelling when …

S1: Models and simulations are at the same length-scale as their 

problem or application

— ‘If an SME can measure it, they can model it’ (G.S.)

— Assuming cost, risk are known and reasonable 

— Of course, there are exceptions (e.g. quantum scale)

© Granta Design | CONFIDENTIAL

Adopt capability and expertise in-house

Virtual allowables using 

micro-mechanics 

substantially reduces 

experimentation

Example 1) Virtual Allowables



SMEs can adopt materials modelling when …

S2: Trusted/Standardized models and modelling workflows are 

verified and validated (VV), and calibrated (C) in advance with 

appropriate uncertainty quantification (UQ)

— Calibration is approved for a new application

— User-friendly interface for model inputs and outputs

— Licence model needed for infrastructure to run workflows

© Granta Design | CONFIDENTIAL

Adopt streamlined workflows, simple interface

Pre-approved Modelling Workflow and Calibration 

to new application



Granta MI Information Management Software Coupled with 

NASA GRC’s MAC/GMC to Enable ICME of Composites

Simulation results, including nonlinear 

curves, are captured and stored in Granta MI 

database, along with all relevant metadata

Web App Interface pulls constituent data from Granta MI 

database & executes multiple simulations with single 

click

Example 1) Linkage Established through Workflow and Specialized Web App

Workflow captures GRC’s MAC/GMC simulation 

data, with full model pedigree, within Granta MI

Information Management Workflow and Tools Enabling Multiscale Modeling Within ICME Paradigm

Steven M. Arnold, Brett A. Bednarcyk, Nic Austin, Igor Terentjev, David Cebon, and Will Marsden

https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/abs/10.2514/6.2016-1174


SMEs can adopt materials modelling when …

S3: Modelling outcomes (VVCUQ’d virtual data) can be reused 

— Virtual data quality is known and fully traceable 

— Data is applicable to the problem or application

— Day-to-day tools can accept the data 

© Granta Design | CONFIDENTIAL

Adopt modelling outcomes, only

VVUQ’d virtual data

Example 1) Phase Diagrams Example 2) Property, behaviour



Leveraging existing data (not an exclusive list)
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• Even if most of the data are not shared, in the recent years various efforts aim to build repositories of 

curated simulation data.

• In form of databases

• Or in Dropbox-like storage solutions



MarketPlaces, Open Innovation Environments, Open Innovation Test 

Beds, HPC Test Beds, BDSS, Open Translator Environments,  etc.

Framework to support SMEs
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Frameworks requirements

1. Open access Marketplaces and Test Beds create a shared infrastructure
— Reference data (virtual, physical) that is quality assured

— Validated characterization protocols (virtual, physical) 

— Model Software/code plugins

— Tools/hardware for HPC, simulation, visualization and data management

2. Scaled-down, in-house tools/platforms to support digitalization and re-

use of modelling outcomes for design decision-making
— SMEs can adopt models and simulations that represent the scale of their applications

— SMEs can reuse data/knowledge within existing tools (designers, engineers, scientists)
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Quality of modelling outcomes needs to be clear, evidence-based
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Summary

▪ Importance of SMEs to the EU manufacturing market

▪ Challenges for SMEs to use materials modelling are cost, risk, expertise

▪ Three strategies for engaging SMEs for adopting materials modelling

— Full adoption of the framework for a scale close to the problem or application

— Use of VVCUQ’d workflows

— Use of modelling/simulation outcomes, such as data (raw, analysed)

▪ EU infrastructure will support all of these strategies

— Marketplaces

— BDSS

— OITB, OIT

— OTE
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